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TRYkids Short Triathlon - 100m Swim / 3km Cycle / 500m Run 

Swim 100m (1 lap) 

 

Start at the green teardrop flag and swim 90m to the first buoy (blue circle). Make a left hand turn and 

swim 10m into the swim exit chute (Read teardrop) 

 

TRANSITION – Swim-to-Cycle 

 

Exit the water on the grass and run 100m into the transition area. Complete transition and exit onto the 

bike by the roundabout. Note: Enlarged Transition Map available on the Website or separate document 
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Cycle 3km (1 lap) 

 

The cycle is a 1-lap undulating course. Keeping left head up John Cardiff Close 120m. Turn left 

onto Garryowen Drive and ride until you reach Lady Denman Drive. Turn Left and continue 

650m until the Turnaround point. Do a 180 degree turn and then ride East along Lady Denman 

Drive. Turn Right into Black Mountain Peninsula and onto Garryowen Drive. Ride past the John 

Cardiff Close intersection and continue until you reach the roundabout at the end of the road). 

Dismount your bike at the dismount line and head into Transition 2. 

 

TRANSITION – Cycle-to- Run 

 

 

Exit off the bike and run 50m into the transition area. Complete transition and exit onto the Run by the 

path and head south. Note: Enlarged Transition Map available on the Website or separate document. 
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Run 500m (1 lap) 

 

The run is one lap of a relatively flat out-and-back course. (approximately 290m out and 210m back. Exit 

Transition and Turn Left onto the shared bike pathway (green teardrop) and run 540m down and around 

the bottom of Black Mountain Peninsula (green turn around arrow). Make a 180 degree turn (keeping the 

cone on your right) and return 460m along the shared cycle pathway and turn left (orange left arrow) into 

the finish chute and cross the line (red teardrop). 
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TRYkids Short Aquathlon - 100m Swim / 1km Run 

Swim 100m (1 lap) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swim 90m (pink line) to the first buoy (Red teardrop). Make a left hand turn and swim 10m into the 

swim exit chute 

 

Transition  

Exit the water on the sand and run 20m into the transition area. 

 

Run 1km (1 lap of 1km)  

 

The run is one lap of a relatively flat out-and-back course. (approximately 500m out and 500m back. Exit 

Transition and turn right onto the shared bike pathway (green tear drop) and run 500m down and around 

the bottom of Black Mountain Peninsula (green turn around arrow). Make a 180 degree turn (keeping the 

cone on your right) and return along the shared cycle pathway and turn left (orange left arrow) just 

before the TRYkids transition and enter the finish chute and cross the line (red teardrop). 
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TRYkids Long Aquathlon - 200m Swim / 2km Run 

Swim 200m (1 lap) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swim 120m to the first buoy (light blue circle). Make a left hand turn and swim 80m to the swim exit 

chute (red teardrop). 

 

Transition  

Exit the water on the sand and run 20m into the transition area. 

 

Run 2km (2 laps of 1km)  

 

The run is two laps of a relatively flat out-and-back course. (approximately 500m out and 500m back, 2x. 

Exit Transition and turn right onto the shared bike pathway (green teardrop) and run 500m down and 

around the bottom of Black Mountain Peninsula (green turn around arrow)). Make a 180 degree turn 

(keeping the cone on your right) and return along the shared cycle pathway (past the finish chute exit), until 

you get to the turnaround cone (red turn around arrow) beside the TRYkids transition area. Make a 180 

degree turn and complete for a 2nd time. As you return towards the transition area on your 2nd lap turn 

left (orange left arrow) just before the TRYkids transition and enter the finish chute and cross the line 

(red teardrop). 
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